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• Early days of lattice QCD 

• 50 years later … a small selection of results

• Example of ongoing work - the anomalous magnetic moment 
of the muon 

• Future ?

TOPICS
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Ken Wilson: 1936–2013 

Ken Wilson 1936 - 2013,  Nobel prize 1982, for the 
Renormalisation Group 

The origins of lattice gauge theory, hep-lat/0412043 explains:

10 E FF ECTIVE ACTION FOR COMPOSITE OPERATORS

{1973); S. Weinberg, iMd. 7, 2887 {1973);R. Jackiw,
Ref. 4.

t~The analysis of the physical interpretation. of Z{P, G)I,~„,
is an adaptation to the present context of the correspond-
ing argument for P5)~„,,„.. That discussion is due to
K. Symanzik, Commun. Math. Phys. 16, 48 {1970). We

learned it from S. Coleman, in proceedings of the
Lectures given at the International Summer School of
Physics "Ettore Majorana, " 1973 {unpublished).

~oR. Dashen, B. Hasslacher, and A. Neveu, Phys. Rev.
D {tobe published).

PHYSICAL REVIEW D VOLUME 10, NUMBER 8 15 0C TOB ER 1974

Confinement of qnarks*

Kenneth G. %ilson
Laboratory of nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, iVevv York l4850

{Received 12 June 1974)

A mechanism for total confinement of quarks, similar to that of Schwinger, is defined which requires
the existence of Abelian or non-Abelian gauge fields. It is shown how to quantize a gauge field theory
on a discrete lattice in Euclidean space-time, preserving exact gauge invariance and treating the gauge
fields as angular variables {which makes a gauge-fixing term unnecessary). The lattice gauge theory has
a computable strong-coupling limit; in this limit the binding mechanism applies and there are no free
quarks. There is unfortunately no Lorentz (or Euclidean) invariance in the strong-coupling limit. The
strong-coupling expansion involves sums over all quark paths and sums over all surfaces {on the lattice)
joining quark paths. This structure is reminiscent of relativistic string models of hadrons.

I. INTRODUCTION

The success of the quark-constituent picture
both for resonances and for deep-inelastic elec-
tron and neutrino processes makes it difficult to
believe quarks do not exist. The problem is that
quarks have not been seen. This suggests that
quarks, for some reason, cannot appear as sep-
arate particles in a final state. A number of
speculations have been offered as to how this
might happen. '
Independently of the quark problem, Schwinger

observed many years ago' that the vector mesons
of a gauge theory can have a nonzero mass if vacu-
um polarization totally screens the charges in a
gauge theory. Schwinger illustrated this result
with the exact solution of quantum electrodynamics
in one space and one time dimension, where the
photon acquires a mass -e' for any nonzero charge
e [e has dimensions of (mass)'~' in this theory J.
Schwinger suggested that the same effect could oc-
cur in four dimensions for sufficiently large cou-
pllngs.
Further study of the Schwinger model by Lowen-

stein and Swieca' and Casher, Kogut, and Suss-
kind' has shown that the asymptotic states of the
model contain only massive photons, not elec-
trons. Nevertheless, as Casher clat. have shown
in detail, the electrons are present in deep-in-
elastic processes and behave like free pointlike

particles over short times and short distances.
The polarization effects which prevent the ap-
pearance of electrons in the final state take place
on a longer time scale (longer than 1/m&, where
rn& is the photon mass).
A new mechanism which keeps quarks bound

will be proposed in this paper. The mechanism
applies to gauge theories only. The mechanism
will be illustrated using the strong-coupling limit
of a gauge theory in four-dimensional space-time.
However, the model discussed here has a built-in
ultraviolet cutoff, and in the strong-coupling limit
all particle masses (including the gauge field
masses) are much larger than the cutoff; in con-
sequence the theory is far from covariant.
The confinement mechanism proposed here is

soft (long-time scale). However, in the model dis-
cussed here the cutoff spoils the possibility of
free pointlike behavior for the quarks.
The model discussed in this paper is a gauge

theory set up on a four-dimensional Euclidean lat-
tice. The inverse of the lattice spacing a serves
as an ultraviolet cutoff. The use of a Euclidean
space (i.e., imaginary instead of real times) in-
stead of a Lorentz space is not a serious re-
striction; the energy eigenstates (including scat-
tering states) of the lattice theory can be deter-
mined from the "transfer-matrix" formalism as
has been discussed by suri' and reviewed by
Wilson and Kogut. ' A brief discussion of the

1973, exciting discovery of asymptotic freedom … eager jump in … recent work in statistical 
mechanics meant that a lattice version of QCD seemed easier to work with  …
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Elements of lattice QCD 

• Theory is defined on a Euclidean space-time lattice
• Gluon fields live on the links joining lattice points 
and are elements of the gauge group i.e. SU(3) 
matrices rather than elements of the Lie algebra

Wilson’s Gluon Action

• Integration variables are link variables (SU3 matrices): 

• Action:

where
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Uµ(x) = e�igAµ(x+a/2)

• Solving QCD via the Feynman path integral becomes a multi-dimensional integral
<latexit sha1_base64="r88WYh36DKJ6gVw7ePJthWfSJZg=">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</latexit>Z
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Lattice Approximation

⇒ Fields ψ(), Aμ() specified only at grid sites (or links); 
interpolate for other points. 

⇒ Solving QCD → multidimensional integration:

Continuous 
Space & Time r r r rr r r rr r r rr r r r
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• The theory is locally gauge-invariant at NON-ZERO lattice spacing i.e. NO gauge-
fixing is needed. 
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Wilson’s gluon action

Wilson’s Gluon Action

• Integration variables are link variables (SU3 matrices): 

• Action:

where
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Discretisation errors
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Theory shows colour confinement in 
strong coupling (large g2) limit

Expectation value of  RxT Wilson loop 
<latexit sha1_base64="5gQV4HBUHxsV65xRWcxShyksUZM=">AAACU3icbVHLTtwwFHUCLTAtZaBLNhajSsOCUYJ4LRHddAkSA6jjaeQ4N4PBToIfiJGVf6yQWPRHuumiODMj8bySreNzzpV9j9NKcG2i6E8Qzs1/+LiwuNT69Hn5y0p7de1Ml1Yx6LNSlOoipRoEL6BvuBFwUSmgMhVwnl5/b/TzW1Cal8WpGVcwlHRU8JwzajyVtK9Irihzce1+1pjwwmBSqTJL3F1y1ZwxkdRcKulGimd1nfUTR6Stu17exOTG0myyTSGGX26LpGAoJtrKbrz15Nisk3Yn6kWTwm9BPAMdNKvjpH1PspJZCYVhgmo9iKPKDB1VhjMBdYtYDRVl13QEAw8LKkEP3SSTGn/zTIbzUvnlp5qwzzsclVqPZeqdzYT6tdaQ72kDa/KDoeNFZQ0UbHpRbgU2JW4CxhlXwIwYe0CZ4v6tmF1SH7Lx39DyIcSvR34LzrZ78V5v92Snc3g0i2MRraMN1EUx2keH6Ac6Rn3E0G/0F/0PUPAQ/AvDcH5qDYNZz1f0osLlRxxLtJk=</latexit>
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Z Y
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For small β (large g2), expand exponential and use 
<latexit sha1_base64="og2z7FBGyLh1S+5yTsMqOcByPXM=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDJaCCymJ+NoIRTcuK5i20MQymUzaoZMHMxOhhIK/4saFIm79Dnf+jdM2C209cOFwzr3MmeOnnEllWd/GwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tW3u7DZlkglCHZLwRLR9LClnMXUUU5y2U0Fx5HPa8gc3Y7/1SIVkSXyvhin1ItyLWcgIVlrqmvsuixUKHOQeI+Q85NgfoSura1asmjUBmid2QSpQoNE1v9wgIVlEY0U4lrJjW6nyciwUI5yOym4maYrJAPdoR9MYR1R6+ST+CFW1EqAwEXp0mIn6+yLHkZTDSCerRlj15aw3Fv/zOpkKL72cxWmmaEymD4UZRypB4y5QwAQlig81wUQwnRWRPhaYKN1YWZdgz355njRPavZ57ezutFK/LuoowQEcwhHYcAF1uIUGOEAgh2d4hTfjyXgx3o2P6eqCUdzswR8Ynz+AwZPq</latexit>Z

dU Uab = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="HgLe1nhV7jfnIB1Jx1d334AWpJI=">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</latexit>Z

dU Uab(U †)cd =
1

3
�ad�bc

We must ‘tile’ the loop with plaquettes at leading-order 
<latexit sha1_base64="T3fp4tAN7SPNU3p1KHqlR4oHB3s=">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</latexit>

h i / �RT ⌘ e� ln(g2)RT
<latexit sha1_base64="QUbXSU/KW4sOAHR9D9zDTafxN/0=">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</latexit>

h i = e�V (R)T

‘Area Law’

We also have

SO 
<latexit sha1_base64="7MNOt021R5Lw2XfqaupcYdTEn6o=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5CkTxdC0Y3gphb7kDaUyXTaDp1MwsxEKKFf4caFIm79HHf+jZO2gooeuHA4517uvccLGZXKsj6M1Mrq2vpGejOztb2zu5fdP2jJIBKYNHHAAtHxkCSMctJUVDHSCQVBvsdI25tcJn77nghJA36rpiFxfTTidEgxUlq6a+Ubp/AcXjf62ZxlnlXLTsmBlmlZFadQTohTKToFaGslQQ4sUe9n33uDAEc+4QozJGXXtkLlxkgoihmZZXqRJCHCEzQiXU058ol04/nBM3iilQEcBkIXV3Cufp+IkS/l1Pd0p4/UWP72EvEvrxupYdWNKQ8jRTheLBpGDKoAJt/DARUEKzbVBGFB9a0Qj5FAWOmMMjqEr0/h/6TlmHbZLN0Uc7WLZRxpcASOQR7YoAJq4ArUQRNg4IMH8ASeDWE8Gi/G66I1ZSxnDsEPGG+f6yWPNQ==</latexit>

V (R) = KR

<latexit sha1_base64="M0YZsQ1amr9J6TaMC6h4AumXJWA=">AAACAnicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepK3ASL4KpMS6e6LLpxWcFeoFNLJj3ThmYuJplCGQY3voobF4q49Snc+TZm2hFU9EDIz/efQ3J+J+RMKtP8MHJLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevLYNIUGjRgAei6xAJnPnQUkxx6IYCiOdw6DiTi9TvTEFIFvjXahZC3yMjn7mMEqXRoHhgO6CIDbcRm2LbFYTG9SQe3VSTQbFkli1TVxWb5fSuWTgjFq7MiWmWUFbNQfHdHgY08sBXlBMpexUzVP2YCMUoh6RgRxJCQidkBD0tfeKB7MfzFRJ8rMkQu4HQx1d4Tr9PxMSTcuY5utMjaix/eyn8y+tFyj3rx8wPIwU+XTzkRhyrAKd54CETQBWfaUGoYPqvmI6JzkHp1Ao6hK9N8f+iXS1X6mXrqlZqnGdx5NEhOkInqIJOUQNdoiZqIYru0AN6Qs/GvfFovBivi9ackc3sox9lvH0CcuaXfA==</latexit>

� ⌘ 6

g2

confinement!
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BUT large g(𝜋/a) implies large a - we want the continuum limit, a→0, for 
phenomenology

         numerical integration of path integral instead - this needs Monte Carlo/
importance sampling methods. 
M. Creutz, Monte Carlo study of quantised SU(2) 
gauge theory, Phys. Rev. D21 (1980) 2308; used 44 
to 104 lattices, measuring Wilson loops from 5 (!) 
equilibrated gluon field configurations. (Could be 
done on your phone today) 

Strong 
coupling

Weak 
coupling

            possible to reach weak coupling regime. Can 
then measure other quantities in terms of string 
tension, i.e. use string tension to determine lattice 
spacing. 

‘String 
tension’ 
in lattice 
units

Big computing challenge, however!
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IO behavior of Eq. (3.22) occurs rather sharply over
a range of about 10% in P about P =2. This appear-
ance of the confinement mechanism occurs at

= 0.16.
4p

(5.1)

a K

l.o

O. I

The rapid evolution out of the perturbative regime
may be responsible for the remarkable phenome-
nological successes of the bag model. " High-
temperature-series results, "as well as semi-
classical treatments, ' have also suggested an
abrupt onset of confinement.
Our analysis allows a determination of the re-

normalization scale of the coupling in terms of the
string tension. Using the observed asymptotic
normalization

0.0 I

0 |.O
4
2eo

2.0

we can solve for e,' to give
(5.2)

FIG. 6. The cutoff squared times the string tension
as a function of P. The solid lines are the strong- and
weak-coupling limits.

eo 37T

4w ~-0 11 ln(1/aA)' (5.3)

low P =2.1 only loops of side 1 and 2 are signifi-
cantly different from zero so we must include the
loop of side 0 in the fit. Below P =1.6 only the
loop of side 1 is significant and we assume the
area term C dominates. From Eq. (3.21) we iden-
tify

(4.4)
In Fig. 6 we summarize these results by plot-

ting a'K versus p. Here we also plot the strong-
coupling result of Eq. (3.24) and the weak-coupling
conclusion of Eq. (3.22) with an arbitrarily chosen
normalization. From P =1.6 to 1.8 we plot both
the least-square fit and the result of assuming
pure area-law behavior. For P =2.2 and 2.25 we
plot fits including and not including the loop of
side zero. Above P =2.5 the area law is too sub-
dominant relative to the perimeter law for accur-
ate determination. As each temperature is treated
independently of the others, the fluctuations appar-
ent in this figure represent the statistical error
of this analysis.

V. DISCUSSION

Note that the changeover from the strong-coup-
ling behavior of Eq. (3.24) to the weak-coupling

where the renormalization scale is
6m' 1A=@Kexp — = v K.11 200 (5.4)

Thus we see the appearance of a rather large di-
mensionless number. The uncertainty in this co-
efficient is roughly a factor of two because of the
large coefficient in the exponential. The renor-
malization mass should be strongly dependent on
both the gauge group and addition of quarks.
We have shown the onset of asymptotic freedom

for the bare coupling constant in a renormaliza-
tion scheme based on confinement. This is
strongly suggestive that SU(2) non-Abelian gauge
theory simultaneously exhibits confinement and
asymptotic freedom. Furthermore, by reproduc-
ing the asymptotic-freedom prediction, we
strengthen ties between the lattice formulation and
the more conventional perturbative approaches
to gauge theory.
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Including quarks

Valence quarks: construct hadron correlator by 
solving Dirac equation on background gluon field 
and combining quark propagators, expensive for 
small m

Sea quarks: include Det(Dirac matrix) in importance 
sampling of gluon fields, extremely expensive for 
small m.  

<latexit sha1_base64="GimMxvdWYyfN+3+Q/dOOgZ/pVZ0=">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</latexit>

Sq =  (� ·D[U ] +m) 

Quenched approximation, 1980s and 1990s - ignore determinant. 

S. Duane, A. Kennedy, B.Pendleton, D.Roweth, , 
Hybrid Monte Carlo, Phys. Lett. B195 (1987) 216.

Slow-going … 

Dirac matrix
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Key progress was made in improving the discretisation of QCD (adding 
terms to cancel discretisation errors), particularly for quarks.

2

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

m
N

/m
V

 

(mVa)2 for mPS/mV = 0.5

quenched comparison

unimp glue + unimp stagg
unimp glue + Wilson

imp glue + imp stagg (asqtad)
perfect action

CL linear Wilson
CL all

Figure 1. mN/mV for mPS/mV = 0.5 for a vari-
ety of quark formalisms in the quenched approxi-
mation. The curves are for a fit, described in the
text, with a single continuum limit, marked with
a filled circle. The filled grey triangle at a=0
shows the previous continuum limit for Wilson
quarks obtained with a purely linear fit.

tion), for more than one value of the lattice spac-
ing and with a reasonably large physical volume.
Note that the x axis is now a2 instead of a.

The lines represent a simultaneous fit to all the
data with a single continuum limit imposed. A
good χ2 is obtained. The fit allows for leading
and higher order polynomials in a appropriate to
each formulation (i.e even powers for all except
Wilson) with a constraint placed upon the coef-
ficients to avoid losing control of the fit. The ef-
fectiveness of this Bayesian approach [7] has been
widely demonstrated for fitting correlators, chi-
ral extrapolations etc. – all situations in which
a critical issue is the systematic error in the final
result which arises from leaving out higher order
terms in an expansion. In all these cases we have
a good physical understanding of the expansion

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

m
V

r 1
 

(a/r1)2 for mPSr1 = 0.807

quenched comparison

imp glue + imp stagg (asqtad)
imp glue + Naik

imp glue + unimp stagg
unimp glue + unimp stagg

unimp glue + tad clover
imp glue + tad clover
unimp glue + Wilson

unimp glue + domain wall
perfect action

C.L. all

Figure 2. mV in units of r1 at mPSr1=0.807.
Results are from different quark formalisms and
the fit has a joint continuum limit, as described
in the text.

and can therefore place constraints on the higher
order terms. Taking the continuum limit is just
such a case. We expect the scale of discretisation
errors to be set by the size of internal momenta
inside the hadron. This should be roughly a few
hundred MeV. Here the priors on the coefficients
in the polynomial in mV a were taken to be ±0.5,
and 5 terms were included in the expansion for
each formulation (a constant plus 4 appropriate
powers).
The result for the joint continuum limit is

1.373(10), 2σ below the previous unimproved
staggered continuum limit but well above the
Wilson one. With hindsight this is not surprising
because a purely linear fit to Wilson results ne-
glects terms which are not small for these results.
We would expect the quadratic terms to appear
as, say, (mV a/2)2 and this is 5% for the coarsest
lattice used. A systematic error has to be added
to a purely linear extrapolation to take this into
account. For the improved formalisms this is not

C. Davies, P.Lepage, F. Niedermayer, D. Toussaint, hep-lat/0409039.

Smaller discretisation errors 
means larger a values can be 
used. Cost (~1/a8) much reduced. 

      This makes the inclusion of sea 
quarks possible with u/d quark 
masses that are small enough. 

How small is small enough?

By early 2000s it was possible to 
include u, d, s in sea with 
mu=md=ml and ml/ms down to 0.2

agree in 
a→0 
limit

(real world ml/ms~0.04 now reachable)

a=0.1fm

r1=0.32fm

a=0.2fm
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Example: Add u,d,s Vacuum Polarization
Lattice QCD/Experiment (no free parameters!):

Before Now

0.9 1 1.1

LQCD/Exp’t (nf = 0)LQCD/Exp’t (nf = 0)

0.9 1 1.1

LQCD/Exp’t (nf = 3)LQCD/Exp’t (nf = 3)

Υ(1P − 1S)

Υ(3S − 1S)

Υ(2P − 1S)

Υ(1D − 1S)

ψ(1P − 1S)

Mψ − Mηc

MD∗

s

− MDs

2MBs
− MΥ

2MDs
− Mηc

3MΞ − MN

MΩ

fK

fπ Tests:

– mu,d extrapolation;

– masses and
wavefunctions;

– s quark;

– light-quark baryons;

– light-heavy mesons;

– heavy quarks (no
potential model. . . );

– improved staggered
quark vacuum
polarization.

⇒ Most accurate strong
interaction calculation
in history!

1990s 
no vac pol’n

2000s 
u,d,s vac pol’n

Lattice QCD/Experiment 
• Correct answer is 1. 
• Focus on well measured 

quantities. 
• Only 5 parameters: e.g., 

tune quark masses from 
mπ, mK, mηc, mηb; tune 
bare coupling from 
ϒ(2S-1S) (or …)  
⇒ no free parameters! 

Davies et al (2004).

C. Davies et al, HPQCD/Fermilab/MILC, PRL92:022001 (2004), with 
updates from HPQCD, PRD72:212001 (2005)

Including sea quarks 

Quenched 
approx: no sea 
quarks 

With u, d and s 
sea quarks

Ratio of lattice QCD/experiment - 
correct answer is 1

• focus on gold-plated quantities

• must fix parameters of QCD i.e. lattice spacing 
and quark masses. Here used  

<latexit sha1_base64="ksmy3gYFP/TGaA83AUCIykZW0ss=">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</latexit>

⌥(2S � 1S),M⇡,MK ,M⌘c ,M⌘b

• plot shows that sea quarks give correct 
answers across a wide range of hadrons; 
quenched approx. fails at 10-20% level. 

No further free parameters!

Quenched approx. inconsistent because 
of missing

No QED included here but <1% effects
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Lattice QCD today 

Particle physics

Astrophysics

Nuclear physics

Condensed matter physics
Computational physics
Computer science
Quantum computing …

QCD parameters

Precision SM tests

CKM elements

Theories beyond the 
Standard Model

Axions
Quantum gravity

Hadron spectrum
Hadron structure 
and parton d.f.
Glueballs and exotica

QCD at high temperatures 
and densities

Nuclear masses and 
properties

Nuclear potential

Lattice 2024 in Liverpool!

https://conference.ippp.dur.ac.uk/event/1265/overview
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The masses of mesons from lattice QCD

2008

 2011
 2012

2005

2019

Agreement is good to 
very high (few MeV) 
accuracy. Now 
including QED 
effects to reduce 
uncertainties further 
… 

Proton mass

c quarks

u,d,s quarks

b 
quarks

These are mesons 
that have relatively 
long lifetime and a 
well-determined 
mass from 
experiment.
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 12
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hc χc0
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0.115 0.120 0.125 0.130
)

Z
(msα

ATLAS ATEEC 0.1185 ± 0.0021
CMS jets 0.1170 ± 0.0019
H1 jets 0.1147 ± 0.0025
HERA jets 0.1178 ± 0.0026

 inclusivetCMS t 0.1145 ± 0.0034
 inclusivetTevatron+LHC t 0.1177 ± 0.0034

T
CDF Z p 0.1191 ± 0.0015
Tevatron+LHC W, Z inclusive 0.1188 ± 0.0016

2 decays and low Qτ 0.1178 ± 0.0019
 bound statesQQ 0.1181 ± 0.0037

PDF fits 0.1162 ± 0.0020
 jets and shapes-e+e 0.1171 ± 0.0031

Electroweak fit 0.1208 ± 0.0028
Lattice 0.1184 ± 0.0008
World average 0.1179 ± 0.0009

 8 TeV
T

ATLAS Z p 0.1183 ± 0.0009

Hadron Colliders
Category Averages PDG 2022
Lattice Average FLAG 2021
World Average PDG 2022

 8 TeV
T

ATLAS Z p

ATLAS

Figure 5: Comparison of the determination of Us (</ ) from the /-boson transverse-momentum distribution (ATLAS
/ ?T 8 TeV) with other determinations at hadron colliders [17–23, 35], with the PDG category averages [3], with the
lattice QCD determination [10], and with the PDG world average [3].

13

QCD parameters - 𝛂s

ATLAS, 2309.12986

ATLAS compared pT distribution of Z bosons to O(𝛂s3) QCD 
perturbation theory

𝛂s(MZ)
40 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

0.115 0.120
αs(m2

Z)
August 2023

ALPHA 17

PACS-CS 09A

Ayala 20

TUMQCD 19

Cali 20

HPQCD 10 (Wl)

Maltman 08

HPQCD 14A

HPQCD 10 (2p)

Figure 9.4: Lattice determinations that enter the FLAG 2021 average. The yellow (light shaded)
band and dotted line indicate the unweighted average value for this sub-field. The dashed line and
blue (dark shaded) band represent our final world average value of –s(m2

Z).

(without lattice) and –s(m2

Z) = 0.1178 ± 0.0009 for the final average. Both the new world average
value and the restricted result are compatible with each other and changed only marginally as
compared to the values reported in the last edition of this Review.

It also stands to question whether the sub-fields of PDF fits and hadron colliders still are as
independent as originally assumed. To test the potential impact, the fit has been repeated while
grouping all –s(m2

Z) determinations of both sub-fields into a common one. We obtain 0.1164±0.0024
for the new larger sub-field and 0.1178±0.0011 for the combination with all other sub-fields except
lattice, which is well within the estimated uncertainties. Moreover, we present in column four
of Table 9.1 the combined result for –s(m2

Z) when the respective sub-field is omitted from the
combination. The variation in values obtained for –s(m2

Z) is ±0.0004, which is less than half our
estimated uncertainty.

Since two long-standing issues causing o�sets among determinations of –s(m2

Z) in the sub-
fields of · decays and low Q

2 and e
+

e
≠ jets & shapes have been resolved, it may be argued that

a weighted fit among the non-lattice sub-fields may be warranted. We compare the outcome of

1st December, 2023

PDG using FLAG 2111.09849

Lattice QCD:  measure a quantity on the lattice 
and compare to O(𝛂s3) QCD perturbation theory

Step-scaling

Heavy quark 
potential
Light x-space 
correlators

Wilson loops

Heavy 
correlator 
time-moments

Lots of different lattice QCD approaches - results 
agree well

In good agreement!
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6

FIG. 3. Ratio R(mh/mc, Q = 1
3 ) is plotted versus mh/mc. It is

the ratio of mh/mc computed with QED charge Q = 1
3 to the result

without QED (Q = 0), where the quark masses are tuned to give the
same results for mP

hh (bottom, red) or mV
hh (top, blue). Results are

shown from configuration Sets 1 (squares) and 3 (circles). Errors are
smaller than the plot symbols. The blue and red shaded areas show
the ±1� fits to the data (Eq. (32)).

R is quadratic in Qc to better than 0.01% so the QED correc-
tion (R � 1) required to go from charge 1

3 to charge 2
3 is three

quarters that required to go from 0 to 2
3 :

R
�
mc(3 GeV), Qc = 1

3 !
2
3

�
= 0.99867(13). (29)

The other R factor, for mb/mc, is expected to be much
closer to one for two reasons: the QED corrections for the
b and c masses are similar and tend to cancel in the ratio;
and the charges Qc,b = 1

3 are smaller (and the QED effect
is quadratic in the charge). To estimate the effect, we cal-
culated the ratio R0 of meson masses mhh with and without
Qc,b = 1

3 QED, holding the quark masses constant, for two of
our configuration sets; our results are in Table IV. This quan-
tity can be related to the R factor for mb/mc by re-expressing
the R-factor in terms of lattice masses, using Eq. (1) (since
Qc = Qb), and writing it as

R(mb/mc, Q) = 1 +
�m̃Q

b

m̃b
�

�m̃Q
c

m̃c
+ O

�
�m̃2

�
, (30)

where �m̃Q
c,b are the quark mass shifts needed to hold the me-

son masses constant when QED is added to the simulation.
The mass shifts can be calculated for different heavy-quark
masses mh from the R0 factors in Table IV:

�m̃Q
h =

�
1 � R0(mhh, Q)

�
mhh

dm̃h

dmhh
. (31)

Here the derivative is estimated for each configuration by fit-
ting a cubic spline to the am̃h values in Table II as a function
of the corresponding amhh values.

Values for R(mh/mc, Q = 1
3 ) are plotted versus mh/mc

in Fig. 3 for both pseudoscalar (below) and vector (above)
mesons from the two configuration sets. We fit these data to a
simple function suggested by QED perturbation theory:

R = 1 +
3X

i=1

ci logi(m̃h/m̃c) +
5X

j=1

dj

�
am̃h/2

�j (32)

4.2 4.4
mb(mb,n f = 4) (GeV)

HPQCD ’21 (HISQ)

Fermilab/MILC/TUMQCD ’18

Gambino et al ’17

ETM ’16

HPQCD ’14 (NRQCD b)

HPQCD ’14 (HISQ)

QCD
QCD+QED

FIG. 4. Values for the MS mass of the b quark from lattice QCD sim-
ulations with nf = 2+1+1 flavors of sea quark. Results are shown
from: HPQCD ’21 (this paper), Fermilab/MILC/TUMQCD [15],
Gambino et al [18], ETM [19], HPQCD ’14 (NRQCD) [20], and
HPQCD ’14 (HISQ) [4]. The gray band corresponds to the top re-
sult (HPQCD ’21), the only one from simulations that include QED.

with priors ci = 0.000(5) and dj = 0.0(5). Extrapolating to
the b mass gives:

R(mb/mc, Q = 1
3 ) =

(
1.000372(90) from mP

hh

1.00036(19) from mV
hh.

(33)

The two results agree with each other, but the corrections are
too small to affect our final results significantly.2 We use the
larger error in the error budgets for our final result.

Including both R factors, we arrive at new results for the
quark mass ratio at µ = 3 GeV that include (quenched) QED:

mb(3 GeV)

mc(3 GeV)

�����QCD
QED

=

(
4.586(13) from mP

hh

4.586(15) from mV
hh.

(34)

These again agree with each other. The weighted average,
which is our final result, is:

mb(3 GeV)

mc(3 GeV)

�����QCD
QED

= 4.586(12). (35)

The error budgets for these ratios are the same as those in Ta-
ble III, but with an additional uncertainty of 0.03% associated
with the QED correction.3 Mass ratios for other values of the
renormalization scale are readily calculated using QED per-
turbation theory:

mb(µ)

mc(µ)

�����QCD
QED

=
⇣ µ

3 GeV

⌘↵QED/2⇡ mb(3 GeV)

mc(3 GeV)

�����QCD
QED

. (36)

2 R(mb/mc, Q = 1
3 ) = 1.00059 to leading order in QED perturbation

theory. Our results are close to this value but also include nonperturbative
corrections from QCD.

3 The QED uncertainty is obtained by adding (in quadrature) the 0.013%
uncertainty in Eq. (29), the 0.019% uncertainty in Eq. (33), and 0.017% for
possible corrections due to quenching QED (10% of the QED correction).
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1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40

mc(mc, nf = 4)(GeV)

HPQCD HISQ RI-SMOM

HPQCD HISQ RI-SMOM

HPQCD HISQ JJc

FNAL/MILC/TUM HISQ MRS

ETMC twisted mass RI-MOM

PDG

u,d,s,c sea + qQED

u,d,s,c sea

FIG. 13. Comparison of lattice QCD results for mc that in-
clude u, d, s and c quarks in the sea. The top two results are
the ones from this paper. Our QCD + quenched QED result is
given in Eq. (17). Our pure QCD result, Eq. (13), supersedes
our earlier result in [47]. The Fermilab/MILC/TUM result
is from [52] and uses a method based on charm-light meson
masses. The ‘HPQCD HISQ JJc’ result is from [27] and uses
current-current correlator techniques. These three results
agree to better than 1%. The ETMC result is from [53] and
uses the RI-MOM intermediate scheme. The grey band gives
the ±1� uncertainty band from the Particle Data Group [1].

explicitly includes a calculation of the impact of quenched
QED on the determination of the quark mass.

The top three results in the pure QCD section of the
figure all include an estimate of, and correction for, QED
e↵ects. These corrections are made, however, by allow-
ing for ‘physical’ QED e↵ects such as those arising from
the Coulomb interaction between quark and antiquark
in a meson. They do not allow for the QED self-energy
contribution which is substantial. Although a large part
of this is cancelled by the impact of QED on the mass
renormalisation, a consistent calculation has to include
both e↵ects, as we have done here.

An important point about Figure 13 is that the top
three pure QCD results all have uncertainties of less than
1% and agree to better than 1%, using completely di↵er-
ent methods. This implies a smaller uncertainty on mc

than the 1.5% allowed for by the Particle Data Group [1].
This impressive agreement is not changed by our new re-
sult including quenched QED because, as we have shown,
the impact of this is at the 0.2% level.

V. J/ AND ⌘c DECAY CONSTANTS

The decay constant of the J/ , fJ/ , is defined from
the matrix element between the vacuum and a J/ meson
at rest by

h0| �µ |J/ i = fJ/ MJ/ ✏µ, (19)

where ✏µ is the component of the polarisation of the J/ 
in the direction of the vector current. In terms of the
ground state amplitude, AV

0 , and mass, MV
0 (⌘ EV

0 ),
obtained from the fit of Eq. (3) to the charmonium vector
correlator it is (in lattice units)

fJ/ = ZV

s
2AV

0

MV
0

. (20)

ZV is the renormalisation factor required to match the
lattice vector current to that in continuum QCD if a non-
conserved lattice vector current is used (as here). We
discuss the renormalisation of vector currents using in-
termediate momentum-subtraction schemes in [16] and
we will make use of the results based on the RI-SMOM
scheme here (see Section II). Note that there is no ad-
ditional renormalisation required to get from the RI-
SMOM scheme to MS because the RI-SMOM scheme
satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity [16].

The partial decay width of the J/ to an `+`� pair
(` = e, µ) is directly related to the decay constant. At
leading order in ↵QED and ignoring (m`/MJ/ )4 correc-
tion terms, the relation is

�(J/ ! `+`�) =
4⇡

3
↵2

QED,e↵(M2
J/ )Q2

c

f2
J/ 

MJ/ 
, (21)

where Qc is the electric charge of the charm quark in
units of the charge of the proton. Note that the for-
mula contains the e↵ective coupling, ↵QED,e↵ evaluated
at the scale of MJ/ but without including the e↵ect
of the J/ resonance in the running of ↵QED to avoid
double-counting [54].

Experimental values of �(J/ ! e+e�) are obtained
by mapping out the cross-section for e+e�

! e+e� and
e+e�

! hadrons through the resonance region [55] or by
using initial-state radiation to map out this region via
e+e�

! µ+µ�� [56]. In either case initial-state radi-
ation and non-resonant background must be taken care
of [57, 58]. A cross-section fully inclusive of final-state ra-
diation is obtained; interference between initial and final-
state radiation is heavily suppressed [59]. The resonance
parameter determined by the experiment is then the ‘full’
partial width [58, 60],

�`` =
�(0)
``

|1 � ⇧0|
2

(22)

where �(0) is the partial width to lowest order in QED
and ⇧0 is the photon vacuum polarisation. The e↵ect
of the vacuum polarisation is simply to replace ↵QED

in the lowest-order QED formula for the width with
↵QED,e↵(M2), as we have done in Eq. (21).

The experimental determination of �`` is accurate to
2% for the J/ [1]. This allows us to infer a decay
constant value from experiment, accurate to 1%, using

QCD parameters - quark masses Multiple lattice methods agree well -  now including 
effects from electric charge of valence quarks

HPQCD, 2005.01845, 
2102.09609

Ratio more accurate than individual masses:

Accuracy of �(H ! bb)/�(H ! cc) in the Standard Model using mb/mc from lattice
QCD+QED
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Christine T. H. Davies1, a and G. Peter Lepage2

(HPQCD Collaboration)
1SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK

2Laboratory of Elementary Particle Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA

In [1] the ATLAS collaboration probes the H ! cc

decay by determining the ratio of branching fractions for
H ! bb and H ! cc. This seems a very promising way
forward to pin down the Higgs coupling to c experimen-
tally, critical to understanding the nature of the Higgs
interactions with the second generation of quarks. It
is then appropriate to ask how accurately this ratio of
branching fractions is calculable in the Standard Model
(SM)? Our back-of-the-envelope estimates here indicate
that this ratio has an uncertainty of less than 1% in the
SM, using the accurate quark mass ratio now available
from lattice QCD+QED (hence our interest in this ques-
tion). This is much more accurate than is apparent from
the current LHC Higgs Working Group numbers [2] and
might justify a more detailed study. It could even make
sense to define the H ! cc rate from the H ! bb rate
multiplied by the branching fraction ratio.

The ratio of SM rates (and branching fractions) for H
decay to bb and cc is (e.g. [3])

R�b,c =
�b,SM

�c,SM

=
m

2

b
(MH)

m
2

c
(MH)

(1 + rb)

(1 + rc)
, (1)

where normalising factors have cancelled and mq is the
quark mass in the MS scheme at the scale MH , the Higgs
mass. r contains radiative corrections including terms
dependent on m

2

q
/M

2

H
. Table I (top table) gives values

for the Higgs decay rates to bb and cc from [2] along with
their quoted uncertainties. The input values used for
quark masses in [2] are:

mb(mb) = 4.18(3)GeV

mc(3GeV) = 0.986(26)GeV (2)

in the MS scheme. From Table I we find an uncertainty
of 5.7% in R�b,c . The uncertainty is dominated by that
from mc but there is also a 0.5% parametric uncertainty
from ↵s.

From Eq. 1 it is immediately obvious that an accu-
rate value of R�b,c requires an accurate determination of
mb/mc. Such a determination is possible in lattice QCD
because we can simultaneously tune both lattice quark
masses against very accurately determined experimental

achristine.davies@glasgow.ac.uk

TABLE I: Top: values for the Higgs decay rates, including

all corrections, from Table 182 of [2] at MH = 125GeV.

Quoted parametric uncertianties from ↵s and quark masses

are given along with remaining theory uncertainties. In the

third row we give the decay rate ratio R�b,c and its uncer-

tainties. We have assumed correlation of the ↵s uncertainties

between b and c, but taken the mass and theory uncertain-

ties to be uncorrelated and added them in quadrature. Bot-

tom: H ! bb and H ! cc widths without electroweak cor-

rections. Values taken from Table 183, without uncertainties,

for MH = 125GeV.

Full case � [MeV] �↵s �mq Theory

H ! bb 2.38 ±1.4% ±1.7% ±0.5%

H ! cc 0.118 ±1.9% ±5.3% ±0.5%

ratio, R�b,c 20.2 ±0.5 ±5.6% ±0.7%

without EW corrns � [MeV] �↵s �mq Theory

H ! bb 2.406

H ! cc 0.1178

ratio 20.4

meson masses, and the ratio of lattice masses in the con-
tinuum limit gives the ratio in the MS scheme [4]. The
ratio is independent of scheme and scale in QCD but, at
the level of accuracy now available, we must pay atten-
tion to QED e↵ects.
There are two accurate results available that use di↵er-

ent approaches but agree well. Fermilab/MILC [5] find

mb

mc

= 4.578(8)(10) . (3)

Their calculation tunes the quark masses against heavy-
light meson masses in lattice QCD; the second uncer-
tainty of (10) is their estimate of the systematic error
from missing QED e↵ects. The HPQCD [6] result

mb(3GeV, nf = 4)

mc(3GeV, nf = 4)

����
QCD+QED

= 4.586(12) (4)

uses lattice QCD+QED to tune quarks masses using
heavyonium masses. The major QED e↵ects from the
electric charge of the valence quarks are fully included
here; the sea quarks are taken to be electrically neutral
but this approximation should have negligible e↵ect. The
scale is given explicitly because the ratio is not scale-
invariant when QED is included (for example running

<latexit sha1_base64="urYB3UMgYOcDCybPTQp+OMLrcYA=">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</latexit>

�(H ! bb)

�(H ! cc)

����
SM

=
m

2
b
(MH)

m
2
c
(MH)

(1 + rb)

(1 + rc)
calculable to 0.9%

(LHC HiggsWG give 6%)

0.3% accurate
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Meson weak and electromagnetic decay rates
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Annihilation rate to 𝛄 or W 
determined by hadronic 
parameter called decay 
constant, f. 
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� = f2 ⇥ (kin. factors)⇥ (CKM2 or e2q)

Comparison to expt. tests SM and/
or gives CKM elements

Uncertainty <1% from lattice QCD:  
e.g: 0.4% f𝜓, 0.2% fK/f𝜋
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Meson semileptonic decay rates
Rate determined by form factors, functions of 
(4-momentum transfer)2 = q2

7
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FIG. 3. Di↵erential branching fraction for B+
! K+`+`�,

with our result in blue, compared with experimental re-
sults [15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23]. Note that Belle ’19, and LHCb
’14C and ’21 have ` = e, whilst otherwise ` = µ. Horizontal
error bars indicate bin widths.

FIG. 4. Di↵erential branching fraction for B0
! K0`+`�,

with our result in blue, compared with experimental re-
sults [16, 17, 19]. All experimental results take ` = µ. Hori-
zontal error bars indicate bin widths.

FIG. 5. Di↵erential branching fraction for B ! K`+`�, with
our result in blue, compared with experimental results [12,
14, 16]. CDF ’11 takes ` = µ, whilst Belle ’09 and Babar ’12
do not di↵erentiate e from µ. Horizontal error bars indicate
bin widths.

FIG. 6. Comparison of branching fractions with recent exper-
imental results [15, 19, 23] in low and high regions of q2 away
from the charmonium resonance region. Here we show the
ratio of the experimental branching fraction to our results,
compared to the black vertical line at the value 1. The error
bars are 5� long, with markers at 1, 3 and 5�. Note that the
� here are for the ratio, so not the same as those calculated
for the di↵erence in Table III. On the right, labels indicate
the colours of the q2 bins in units of GeV2. No uncertainty
from QED is included in this plot.

tions to Ce↵,0
9 detailed in Appendix B. The black ver-

tical bands indicate regions vetoed because of the J/ 
and  (2S) resonances, not included in our calculation.
As discussed in Section IIA 3, our result is interpolated
across these regions and the gap between them.
Experimental results for decays to electrons, muons or

both (averaged) are displayed in each case as coloured
points, with the results shown for each experimental q2

bin. The horizontal error bars on the experimental re-
sults reflect the width of the bin. Some of the experi-
mental results are for ` = e and some for ` = µ; our
results are insensitive to the di↵erence. The experiments
ignore data taken in the black vetoed regions, but there
are results in between these regions. However, we cannot
make a reliable comparison between our short-distance
SM results and the experimental results between the ve-
toed regions.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show that our results are somewhat

higher than experiment in most cases, particularly in the
region 4  q2/GeV2

 8.68. This is most clearly visible
in Figure 3, where the tension between our result and the
most precise data from LHCb is obvious.
To examine this tension in more detail, we integrate

over two well-behaved q2 regions, one above and one be-
low the cc resonances, as discussed in Section IIA 3. For
these regions we can make a reliable comparison with ex-
periment. We show the results in Table III; these consti-
tute our main numerical results. In Table III, we compare
our branching fractions with the most recent experimen-
tal results available for B ! Ke+e� and B ! Kµ+µ�.
Note that our relative uncertainties are comparable to
those from the experiments for most of the values. We
have larger uncertainties than those for LHCb ’14A for
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B ! K`+`�

23

FIG. 21. Signal strength µ determined in the ITA (left) and HTA (right) for independent data samples divided into approximate
halves by various criteria. The vertical lines show the result obtained on the full data set. The horizontal bars (and dot-dashed
lines) represent total one standard deviation uncertainties.

FIG. 22. Distribution of q2rec for ITA events in the pion-
enriched sample and populating the ⌘(BDT2) > 0.92 bins.
The yields of simulated background and signal components
are normalized based on the fit results to determine the
branching fraction of the B+ ! ⇡+K0 decay. The pull dis-
tribution is shown in the bottom panel.

f
+� = 0.5 compared to the one adopted here. However,

due to the large statistical uncertainties, minor di↵er-
ences in the correction factors have a small impact on

FIG. 23. Branching-fraction values measured by Belle II,
measured by previous experiments [9–13], and predicted by
the SM [4]. The Belle analyses reported upper limits; the val-
ues shown here are computed based on the quoted observed
number of events, e�ciency, and f+� = 0.516. The BaBar
results are taken directly from the publications, and they use
f+� = 0.5. The weighted average is computed assuming sym-
metrized and uncorrelated uncertainties, excluding the super-
seded measurement of Belle II (63 fb�1, Inclusive) [13] and
the uncombined results of Belle II shown as open data points.

Belle II, 2311.14647 - 3.5𝜎 evidence for 
<latexit sha1_base64="tgSEDtaN+DpOLN4GMmaq9gb6c8g=">AAACCnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWgRXJVM66rLUjeCmgn1Ap5RMmmlDM8mQZJQydO3GX3HjQhG3foE7/8ZMW0FFD4ScnHtPknuCmDNtEPpwFhaXlldWc2v59Y3Nre3Czm5Ty0QR2iCSS9UOsKacCdowzHDajhXFUcBpKxidZ/XWDVWaSXFtxjHtRnggWMgINlbqFQ5qvmKDocFKyVt4CX2RQF9aR3Zhak+TXqGISh6yKENUyvaKB+eKB92pglARzFHvFd79viRJRIUhHGvdcVFsuilWhhFOJ3k/0TTGZIQHtGOpwBHV3XQ6ygQeWaUPQ6nsEgZO1e+OFEdaj6PAdkbYDPXvWib+VeskJjzrpkzEiaGCzB4KEw6NhFkusM8UJYaPLcFEMftXSIZYYWJsenkbwtek8H/SLJfck5J3VSlWa/M4cmAfHIJj4IJTUAUXoA4agIA78ACewLNz7zw6L87rrHXBmXv2wA84b5+aNprh</latexit>

B ! K⌫⌫Belle II 
result in 
2.7𝜎 tension 
with SM=

HPQCD, 
2207.13371

HPQCD, 2207.13371

LHCb 14A in 4𝜎 
tension with 
SM= HPQCD, 
2207.13371
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FIG. 7.
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⌘
fT (z) data points and final result at the physical point (green band). Data points are labelled by heavy

quark mass, where e.g. m0.8 indicates amh = 0.8 on that ensemble. Lines between data points of a given heavy mass are the
result of the fit evaluated on this ensemble and mass with all lattice artefacts present.
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FIG. 8. Final B ! K form factor results at the physical point
across the full q2 range.

B. B ! K form factor results

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show our lattice results and fit
functions in z-space. The points plotted correspond to
(1 � q

2
/M

2)f where (1 � q
2
/M

2) is the pole factor on
the right-hand side of Eq. (11) for each form factor. The
figures show results on each ensemble for each value of
amh, joined by the line from the fit corresponding to
those parameters. The final result in the continuum, at

the B mass and physical quark masses is shown by the
solid band. We see that the lattice results lie on approxi-
mately linear curves in all cases. This is particularly clear
for the scalar form factor case in Figure 5. This makes for
a benign z expansion and justifies our choice of N = 3,
as is also confirmed by the log(GBF) value. Dark blue
data points correspond to the charm quark mass on each
ensemble. We can see here that, at this mass, discretisa-
tion e↵ects are small with very good agreement between
data on di↵erent ensembles, particularly in the scalar and
vector cases. Otherwise we can see data points arranged
according to mass, moving towards the b mass, which
is close to the amh = 0.8 value on our finest ensemble,
set 8. This is shown from the proximity of set 8 data
to the physical band in the plots. We see that the twist
choices on our finest ensemble also give good coverage of
the full z range (shown by the physical band curves) at
the physical point.

We present our final scalar, vector and tensor form
factors evaluated at the physical B mass, physical quark
masses, and in the continuum limit, across the full range
of physical q

2 values in Figure 8. The similarity of f+

and fT (µ = 4.8 GeV) is very obvious, an assumption that
was often used to estimate fT from f+ before reliable fT

calculations existed.

Our heavy-HISQ approach allows us to study in de-
tail the behaviour of the form factors at fixed q

2 with a
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B ! K form factors
HPQCD, 2207.12468

B→K decay proceeds via b→s FCNC; 
3 form factors. Can now calculate over 
full q2 range with lattice QCD. 

uncty ~ 4%
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Current hot topic - anomalous magnetic moment of the muon

~µ = g
⇣ e

2m

⌘
~S
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A. El-Khadra Durham, 14-16 Dec 2021

Anomalous magnetic moment

2

= (�i e) ū(p0)


�µF1(q

2) +
i�µ⌫q⌫
2m

F2(q
2)

�
u(p)

The magnetic moment of charged leptons (e, µ, τ): ~µ = g
e

2m
~S

Dirac (leading order): g = 2 = (�ie) ū(p0)�µu(p)

Quantum effects (loops):

Anomalous magnetic moment: 

Note:                    and g = 2 + 2F2(0)F1(0) = 1

a ⌘ g � 2

2
= F2(0)

All SM particles contribute

The muon, 𝜇, has electric charge and 
spin and therefore a magnetic moment  

Naive value of g=2 (from Dirac equation) in 
absence of any interactions

BUT 𝜇 interacts with a host of 
virtual particles generated by 
vacuum energy fluctuations. 

Anomalous magnetic moment aµ =
g � 2

2
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Accurate comparison of theory and experiment provides stringent test of the Standard Model 

Current status
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1011aµ = 116592055(24)
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1011aµ = 116591810(43)

Difference 
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= 245(49)⇥ 10�11

Experiment - Muon g-2@FNAL 
 PRL131:161802 (2023); runs1-3.

Theory white paper: Phys. Rep. 
887:1 (2020) 
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5� ! but QCD contributions 
need more work  ….

1 Introduction

The Standard-Model (SM) value of the muon anomaly can be calculated with sub-parts-
per-million precision. The comparison between the measured and the SM prediction
provides a test of the completeness of the Standard Model. At present, there appears
to be a three- to four-standard deviation between these two values, which has motivated
extensive theoretical and experimental work on the hadronic contributions to the muon
anomaly.

A lepton (` = e, µ, ⌧) has a magnetic moment which is along its spin, given by the
relationship

~µ` = g`
Qe

2m`

~s , g` = 2| {z }
Dirac

(1 + a`), a` =
g` � 2

2
(1)

where Q = ±1, e > 0 and m` is the lepton mass. Dirac theory predicts that g ⌘ 2,
but experimentally, it is known to be greater than 2. The small number a, the anomaly,
arises from quantum fluctuations, with the largest contribution coming from the mass-
independent single-loop diagram in Fig. 1(a). With his famous calculation that obtained
a = (↵/2⇡) = 0.00116 · · · , Schwinger [1] started an “industry”, which required Aoyama,
Hayakawa, Kinoshita and Nio to calculate more than 12,000 diagrams to evaluate the
tenth-order (five loop) contribution [2].

(a) (b) (c)

γ

µ
γ γ

µ

γ

γµ

γ

µ

X X

Y

µ −
e

+
e

µ µ

Figure 1: The Feynman graphs for: (a) The lowest-order (Schwinger) contribution to
the lepton anomaly ; (b) The vacuum polarization contribution, which is one of five
fourth-order, (↵/⇡)2, terms; (c) The schematic contribution of new particles X and Y
that couple to the muon.

The interaction shown in Fig. 1(a) is a chiral-changing, flavor-conserving process,
which gives it a special sensitivity to possible new physics [3, 4]. Of course heavier
particles can also contribute, as indicated by the diagram in Fig. 1(c). For example,
X = W± and Y = ⌫µ, along with X = µ and Y = Z0, are the lowest-order weak
contributions. In the Standard-Model, aµ gets measureable contributions from QED, the
strong interaction, and from the electroweak interaction,

aSM = aQED + aHad + aWeak. (2)

In this document we present the latest evaluations of the SM value of aµ, and then dis-
cuss expected improvements that will become available over the next five to seven years.
The uncertainty in this evaluation is dominated by the contribution of virtual hadrons
in loops. A worldwide e↵ort is under way to improve on these hadronic contributions.
By the time that the Fermilab muon (g � 2) experiment, E989, reports a result later
in this decade, the uncertainty should be significantly reduced. We emphasize that the
existence of E821 at Brookhaven motivated significant work over the past thirty years

2

New physics?
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QCD contributions to 𝑎𝜇  start at α2QED, nonperturbative in QCD

LO Hadronic vacuum polarisation (HVP) dominates 
uncertainty in SM result. Largest non-QED piece: 
≈7000x10-11

An estimate of the hadronic vacuum polarization disconnected contribution to the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from lattice QCD
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The quark-line disconnected diagram is a potentially important ingredient in lattice QCD cal-
culations of the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon. It is also a notoriously di�cult one to evaluate. Here, for the first time, we give an
estimate of this contribution based on lattice QCD results that have a statistically significant signal,
albeit at one value of the lattice spacing and an unphysically heavy value of the u/d quark mass.
We use HPQCD’s method of determining the anomalous magnetic moment by reconstructing the
Adler function from time-moments of the current-current correlator at zero spatial momentum. Our
results lead to a total (including u, d and s quarks) quark-line disconnected contribution to aµ of
�0.15% of the u/d hadronic vacuum polarization contribution with an uncertainty which is 1% of
that contribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high accuracy with which the magnetic moment
of the muon can be determined in experiment makes

µ

f

µ

f f 0

1

FIG. 1: The hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to
the muon anomalous magnetic moment is represented as a
shaded blob inserted into the photon propagator (represented
by a wavy line) that corrects the point-like photon-muon cou-
pling at the top of each diagram. The top diagram is the
connected contribution and the lower diagram the quark-line
disconnected (but connected by gluons denoted by curly lines)
contribution that is discussed here. The shaded box in the
lower diagram indicates strong interaction e↵ects that could
occur between the two quark loops.

⇤christine.davies@glasgow.ac.uk

it a very useful quantity in the search for new physics
beyond the Standard Model. Its anomaly, defined as
the fractional di↵erence of its gyromagnetic ratio from
the naive value of 2 (aµ = (g � 2)/2) is known to 0.5
ppm [1]. The anomaly arises from muon interactions
with a cloud of virtual particles and can therefore probe
the existence of particles that have not been seen di-
rectly. The theoretical calculation of aµ in the Standard
Model shows a discrepancy with the experimental result
of about 25(8) ⇥ 10�10 [2–4] which could be an exciting
indication of new physics. Improvements by a factor of
4 in the experimental uncertainty are expected and im-
provements in the theoretical determination would make
the discrepancy (if it remains) really compelling [5].

The current theoretical uncertainty is dominated by
that from the lowest order (↵2

QED
) hadronic vacuum

polarization (HVP) contribution, in which the virtual
particles are strongly interacting, depicted in Fig. 1.
This contribution, which we denote aµ,HVP, is currently
determined most accurately from experimental results
on e+e� ! hadrons or from ⌧ decay to be of order
700⇥10�10 with a 1% uncertainty or better [3, 4, 6]. This
method for determining aµ,HVP does not distinguish the
two diagrams of Fig. 1 because it uses experimental cross-
section information, e↵ectively including all possibilities
for final states that would be seen if the two diagrams
were cut in half.

aµ,HVP can also be determined from lattice QCD calcu-
lations using a determination of the vacuum polarization
function at Euclidean-q2 values [7]. It is important that
this is done to at least a comparable level of uncertainty
to that obtained from the experimental results to pro-
vide a first-principles constraint of the values above. It
is hoped that such calculations will, in time, allow the
theoretical uncertainty to be reduced further.

Huge progress has been made in lattice QCD calcula-
tions in the last few years so that accuracies of a few per-
cent in aµ,HVP are now achievable [8]. Indeed, a 1% de-
termination of the s-quark contribution has been demon-
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it a very useful quantity in the search for new physics
beyond the Standard Model. Its anomaly, defined as
the fractional di↵erence of its gyromagnetic ratio from
the naive value of 2 (aµ = (g � 2)/2) is known to 0.5
ppm [1]. The anomaly arises from muon interactions
with a cloud of virtual particles and can therefore probe
the existence of particles that have not been seen di-
rectly. The theoretical calculation of aµ in the Standard
Model shows a discrepancy with the experimental result
of about 25(8) ⇥ 10�10 [2–4] which could be an exciting
indication of new physics. Improvements by a factor of
4 in the experimental uncertainty are expected and im-
provements in the theoretical determination would make
the discrepancy (if it remains) really compelling [5].

The current theoretical uncertainty is dominated by
that from the lowest order (↵2

QED
) hadronic vacuum

polarization (HVP) contribution, in which the virtual
particles are strongly interacting, depicted in Fig. 1.
This contribution, which we denote aµ,HVP, is currently
determined most accurately from experimental results
on e+e� ! hadrons or from ⌧ decay to be of order
700⇥10�10 with a 1% uncertainty or better [3, 4, 6]. This
method for determining aµ,HVP does not distinguish the
two diagrams of Fig. 1 because it uses experimental cross-
section information, e↵ectively including all possibilities
for final states that would be seen if the two diagrams
were cut in half.

aµ,HVP can also be determined from lattice QCD calcu-
lations using a determination of the vacuum polarization
function at Euclidean-q2 values [7]. It is important that
this is done to at least a comparable level of uncertainty
to that obtained from the experimental results to pro-
vide a first-principles constraint of the values above. It
is hoped that such calculations will, in time, allow the
theoretical uncertainty to be reduced further.

Huge progress has been made in lattice QCD calcula-
tions in the last few years so that accuracies of a few per-
cent in aµ,HVP are now achievable [8]. Indeed, a 1% de-
termination of the s-quark contribution has been demon-

+

How to calculate 𝑎𝜇HVP ?
Key ingredient is central 
quark bubble connected to a 
photon at either side

J J

J=vector current
= ef f�µ f
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couples quark, of flavour f, to photons
Two methods

1) Use optical theorem to relate HVP to 𝜎(e+e-→ 𝛾* → hadrons) and use 
experimental data

2) Direct computation of the vector-vector correlation 
function for u, d, s and c quarks in Lattice QCD

has given smallest errors so far

Leading order of hadronic 
contribution (HVP)�

!  Hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP) 
                
 
  quark’s EM current :  

!  Optical Theorem  
 
!  Analycity 
     �


�

Vμ� Vν��

Vµ =
X

f

Qf f̄�µf

= (q2gµ� � qµq�)�V (q
2)

Im�V (s) =
s

4⇥�
⇤tot(e

+e� ! X)

�V (s)��V (0) =
k2

⇥

Z 1

4m2
⇡

ds
Im�V (s)

s(s� k2 � i�)

Dispersion relations and VP insertions in g � 2

Starting point:
� Optical Theorem (unitarity) for the photon propagator

Im�⇤⇥(s) =
s

4⇤�
⌅tot(e+e� ⇥ anything)

� Analyticity (causality), may be expressed in form of a so–called (subtracted)
dispersion relation

�⇤⇥(k
2) � �⇤⇥(0) =

k2

⇤

⌅�

0

ds
Im�⇤⇥(s)

s (s � k2 � i⇧)
.

� �
had ⇥

�
� had
� (q2)

�

had

2

� ⇥had
tot (q2)
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(a) Fractional contributions to ahad,LOVP

µ .

(b) Fractional contributions to �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z)

Figure 20: Pie charts showing the fractional contributions to the total mean value (left pie chart) and

(error)2 (right pie chart) of both ahad,LOVP
µ (upper panel) and �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z) (lower panel) from various

energy intervals. The energy intervals for ahad,LOVP
µ are defined by the boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,

2.0 and 1 GeV. For �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z), the intervals are defined by the energy boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,
2.0, 4.0, 11.2 and 1 GeV. In both cases, the (error)2 includes all experimental uncertainties (including
all available correlations) and local �2

min
/d.o.f. inflation. The fractional contribution to the (error)2 from

the radiative correction uncertainties are shown in black and indicated by ‘rad.’.

analysis is

ahad,LOVP

µ = (693.26± 1.19stat ± 2.01sys ± 0.22vp ± 0.71fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (693.26± 2.46tot)⇥ 10�10 , (3.28)

where the uncertainties include all available correlations and local �2 inflation as discussed in
Section 2.2.2. Using the same data compilation as described for the calculation of ahad,LOVP

µ ,

the next-to-leading order (NLO) contribution to ahad,VP
µ is determined here to be

ahad,NLOVP

µ = (�9.82± 0.02stat ± 0.03sys ± 0.01vp ± 0.02fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (�9.82± 0.04tot)⇥ 10�10 . (3.29)
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µ =
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µ
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⇡

ds
K̂(s)

s
�0

had
(s)
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e+e� ! �⇤ ! hadronss =  (Centre of mass energy)2

Because of kernel function, integral is dominated by a few 
channels at low s.
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R(s) = �(e+e� ! hadrons)/
4⇡↵(s)2

3s

p
s [GeV]
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Keshavarzi et al, 1911.00367; Davier et al, 1908.00921

Theory WP ‘data-
driven’ average
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aHVP

µ = 6931(40)⇥ 10�11

BMW lattice QCD, 
2002.12347 
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= 144(68)⇥ 10�11difference 
But lattice QCD less accurate 
so far. How to do a more 
accurate test of data-driven 
HVP?pushing SM result upwards towards expt. 
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2) Lattice QCD 
Calculate ‘two-point’ vector-vector correlation function C(t) J

t

f
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aHVP,f
µ = e2f

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0

dt K̃(t)C(t)
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Largest (90%) and most problematic contribution is 
from u/d quarks - C(t) noisy at large time 

234 down to a ¼ 0.06 fm [32]. Here we use the same corre-
235 lators except for the high-statistics set for a ¼ 0.15 fm,
236 which we omit because it is part of a larger (blinded) study
237 that is in progress. Extensive analysis of these correlators
238 was undertaken in 2019 (see Ref. [32] for more details).2

239 The parameters of the ensembles we use for the ll
240 calculation are given in Table I.
241 Among the HVP contributions from connected correla-
242 tors, the ll contribution is the most difficult to calculate well
243 on the lattice. This is primarily because of the rapid growth
244 of statistical noise with increasing time separation t
245 between the two vector currents in the correlator; the mass
246 parameter (2mπ) that controls the exponential falloff of the
247 noise is much smaller than that which controls the
248 exponential falloff of the signal (this mass being mρ over
249 the time interval that dominates aHVPμ ) [103,104].
250 In Ref. [32] contributions from t values larger than 2 fm
251 rapidly became unreliable given the statistics used there (see
252 Fig. 2 in that paper). The problem was addressed by
253 replacing Monte Carlo data for the correlator at large times
254 t > t"with a correlator extrapolated from fits toMonteCarlo
255 data dominated by the more precise results for t < t". Here
256 this will not be necessary becausewewill choose t-windows
257 that exclude most of the region t > t" ¼ 2 fm.
258 The top pane of Fig. 2 shows the window function of
259 Eq. (3) for three values of t1∶1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 fm (as well as
260 t1 ¼ ∞). The lower pane shows the integrand of Eq. (4)
261 including these window functions for connected ff0 ¼ ll
262 correlator results at our finest lattice spacing, a ¼ 0.06 fm.
263 Note how the window functions cut out the lattice results
264 with large statistical errors, from t > 2 fm.
265 A second issue for simulations (like ours) using stag-
266 gered quarks is the a2 errors caused by mass splittings
267 between pions of different taste [105]. These errors were as
268 large as 11% in Ref. [32], which used the chiral model of
269 Ref. [105] to remove them. Again this correction is not

270needed here because the effect comes primarily from large
271values of t that are excluded by our windows; any residual
272a2 dependence is much smaller and can be extrapo-
273lated away.

TABLE I. Parameters of the MILC HISQ nf ¼ 2þ 1þ 1 QCD gauge-field ensembles [99]. The first column
labels the ensembles, the second shows the approximate lattice spacing, while the third, fourth and fifth list the bare
lattice up/down (set equal and denoted ml), strange, and charm sea-quark masses in lattice units. The sixth column
gives the ratio of the gradient-flow scale w0 [101] to the lattice spacing; to convert quantities in lattice-spacing units
to GeV we use w0 ¼ 0.1715ð9Þ fm [102]. The seventh column lists the taste-Goldstone sea-pion masses; these were
obtained from fits of pseudoscalar-current two-point correlators as in Ref. [99]. The eighth column gives the lattice
volumes. The final two columns give the number of configurations analyzed and the number of random-wall time
sources used per configuration.

Set ≈a (fm) amsea
l amsea

s amsea
c w0=a Mπ5 (MeV) ðL=aÞ3 × ðT=aÞ Nconf Nwall

1 0.15 0.00235 0.0647 0.831 1.13670(50) 133.04(70) 323 × 48 997 16
2 0.12 0.00184 0.0507 0.628 1.41490(60) 132.73(70) 483 × 64 998 16
3 0.09 0.00120 0.0363 0.432 1.95180(70) 128.34(68) 643 × 96 1557 16
4 0.06 0.0008 0.022 0.260 3.0170(23) 134.95(72) 963 × 192 1170 16

F2:1FIG. 2. Top: Ratio of kernels Kw
G=KG ¼ Θ from Eq. (3) as a

F2:2function of t with one-sided windows where (upper curve to
F2:3lower curve) t1 ¼ ∞ (red), t1 ¼ 2.0 (blue), 1.5 (orange), and 1.0
F2:4(green) fm and Δt ¼ 0.15 fm. Bottom: Integrand Δawμ of Eq. (4)
F2:5from the lattice ll connected correlator GðtÞ on the a ¼ 0.06 fm
F2:6lattices for each t on the lattice out to 4 fm; we have insufficient
F2:7statistics to give reliable results for t > 2 fm (gray shading).
F2:8Results are shown for the one-sided windows in the top pane with
F2:9corresponding colors. The one-sided window cuts out the less

F2:10useful correlator results from the integrand. The oscillations in the
F2:11correlator are a consequence of using staggered quarks.

2We also dropped a small number of defective correlator
measurements which we discovered in the 0.06 fm dataset.
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Noisy region

falls exponentially with t

J

rises from 0 at t=0

Apply smooth ‘window-in-time’ from t=0 to t=t1 to 
cut out noisy region. Then
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t1 = 2 fm
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t1 = 1.5 fm
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t1 = 1 fm

• Lattice QCD results have smaller uncertainty
• Can apply SAME window to data-driven results 
and compare
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833 quoted, which allows for different possible treatments of
834 the underlying cross section data (see also Ref. [11]).
835 Taking that approach here (see Ref. [121]) would increase
836 the uncertainty on awμ ðRÞ. This would not have a large effect
837 on awμ ðlattÞ − awμ ðRÞ because its uncertainty is dominated
838 by that from lattice QCD except at very small t1 (see
839 Table II). On the lattice side our analysis is incomplete
840 because we are missing a full set of correlators that would
841 allow us to determine QED and strong-isospin breaking
842 effects. For these we take estimates based on results from
843 the BMW Collaboration [34]. Even for the full HVP they
844 find these effects each to be small, Oð2 × 10−10Þ, and
845 tending to cancel. We discuss why this happens in Sec. II D
846 and reason that cancellations should persist under the
847 application of time windows. We then take an uncertainty
848 of 0.2% for these corrections, which is double the relative
849 effect seen in the full aμ. We also use BMW results [34]
850 to normalize the quark-line disconnected contribution,
851 because the results of Ref. [44] are blinded. The BMW
852 results agree well with a recent data-driven determination
853 [111] (see Sec. II C). The disconnected contribution is
854 relatively small, at less than 1% for windows with
855 t1 ¼ 1.5 fm, so the exact numerical value also makes little
856 difference to the significance of our results.
857 Figure 11 plots the size of awμ ðlattÞ − awμ ðRÞ relative to
858 awμ ðRÞ to give a clearer picture of how the tension between
859 the two results changes as we increase the proportion of the
860 HVP included in awμ with increasing t1. Our results give a
861 fairly flat curve, at the level of the uncertainties that we
862 have. A growing relative tension would indicate that the
863 tension was being driven by the low

ffiffiffi
s

p
region.

864 Figure 12 plots the results for awμ from lattice QCD and
865 from Reþe− as a function of t1 for direct comparison. The

866lattice results pull away from the Reþe− results upwards as
867t1 is increased, until t1 ¼ 2 fm when the lattice results
868become too noisy for a useful comparison (and, as before,
869we have grayed out that region).

870V. CONCLUSIONS

871The aim of this work is to investigate the efficacy of one-
872sided time windows to maximize the significance of any
873tensions between lattice results and between lattice and
874data-driven results for the HVP, given current limitations on
875the statistical and systematic errors on the lattice data at
876large Euclidean times. Using correlators previously ana-
877lyzed in Refs. [27,32], supplemented with additional (still
878preliminary) results for quark-line disconnected contribu-
879tions [44] and discussion of missing QED/SIB contribu-
880tions (see Sec. II D), we show that a one-sided time window
881provides a partial result for the HVP contribution to aμ from
882lattice QCD with a much smaller uncertainty than that for
883the full result. This feature agrees with earlier results using
884a time window [35] but, whereas they included only one
885third of the full HVP, our time window (for t1 ¼ 1.5 fm)
886corresponds to a large (70%) fraction of the full result.
887Using the lattice-QCD correlation functions from the 2019
888analysis of Ref. [32], we find that the partial HVP result for
889t1 ¼ 1.5 fm is already determined to better than 1%
890uncertainty in this first analysis.
891For this partial result we find a 2.7σ tension with the
892corresponding result from Reþe− . See Sec. IV for a detailed
893discussion of the error budget for the difference of
894windowed HVP values and the limitations of our analysis.
895We make use of BMW’s results for the disconnected
896and QEDþ SIB contributions; a completely independent
897analysis of these effects with comparable precision is very
898desirable. Our result is consistent with the effect seen in
899earlier results with a smaller window by the BMW [34],
900Mainz/CLS [36] and ETM [37] Collaborations, but it is

F11:1 FIG. 11. Fractional difference between determinations of awμ
F11:2 from the lattice and from Reþe− with one-sided windows for
F11:3 different values of t1. The differences are plotted versus the
F11:4 fraction of the total HVP included in the window. We have
F11:5 insufficient statistics to give reliable results for t1 > 2 fm (gray
F11:6 shading). For comparison, the current difference between the
F11:7 experimental average for aμ and the SM aμ using the data-driven
F11:8 HVP contribution divided by the SM aμ is 0.036(9) (blue band).

F12:1FIG. 12. Determinations of awμ from the lattice (top, red) and
F12:2from Reþe− (bottom, blue) with one-sided windows for different
F12:3values of t1. We have insufficient statistics to give reliable results
F12:4for t1 > 2 fm (gray shading).
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1257 quadrature) with those on the fit-function coefficient
1258 posteriors yields the “continuum extrapolation” error in
1259 Table IV.
1260 Table III presents the approximate error budgets for
1261 all;Wμ ðconnÞ and all;W2

μ ðconnÞ obtained from the above
1262 approach. For all;Wμ ðconnÞ, the largest error is from the
1263 continuum extrapolation, and is driven by the spread in
1264 results using different taste-breaking correction schemes.
1265 Here we note that the consistency between quadratic and
1266 cubic continuum extrapolations (as illustrated in Figs. 12
1267 and 13) as well as between our main results and those from
1268 the empirical Bayes approach (see Table III) indicate that
1269 systematic errors due residual higher-order discretization
1270 effects are well encompassed by our uncertainties. Next is
1271 the parametric uncertainty from the gradient-flow scale,
1272 which is about 30% smaller. Errors from Monte Carlo
1273 statistics, finite-volume corrections, and current renormal-
1274 ization are also non-neglible, and are roughly commensu-
1275 rate. For all;W2

μ ðconnÞ, Monte Carlo statistics are by far the
1276 largest source of uncertainty. Following that, the contribu-
1277 tions from scale setting, the continuum extrapolation, and
1278 the pion-mass adjustment, which are ∼50–60% smaller.
1279 Although finite-volume and current-renormalization errors
1280 are negligible compared with these other uncertainties, they

1281will be important for calculations of aHVP;LOμ aiming for
1282≲0.5% precision.

1283IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

1284In Fig. 15, we compare our intermediate-window result,
1285Eq. (3.18), with other lattice-QCD calculations of this
1286quantity [29,32,33,36–38,71,92,93], which were obtained
1287using different lattice actions and analysis methods. Of the
1288results to date, ours has the smallest statistical uncertainty,
12890.19%. Ours is also the first result for all;Wμ ðconnÞ obtained
1290from a blind analysis. While some form of EFT-inspired
1291correction schemes were employed in every calculation,
1292our analysis is the first to include all of them. Because we
1293incorporate uncertainties due to analysis choices via
1294Bayesian model averaging [46,47], our systematic error
1295estimate is robust without being overly conservative.
1296In Fig. 16, we compare our result for the W2 window
1297observable, Eq. (3.19), with the only other available lattice-
1298QCD result for this quantity [33]. Although the results
1299appear consistent, they are not wholly independent because
1300the analysis in Ref. [33] is based on some of the same
1301ensembles as employed in this work. Statistical and
1302systematic correlations due to the shared configurations
1303must be taken into account to make a quantitative com-
1304parison. Other independent lattice-QCD calculations of
1305all;W2

μ ðconnÞ would provide welcome consistency checks.
1306Before our results for all;Wμ ðconnÞ and all;W2

μ ðconnÞ can
1307be directly compared with data-driven determinations, the
1308contributions from heavier flavors must be added as well as
1309those from quark-line disconnected contractions and iso-
1310spin-breaking corrections (QED and mu ≠ md). The s-, c-,

TABLE IV. Approximate error budgets for all;Wμ ðconnÞ and
all;W2
μ ðconnÞ.

Source
δall;Wμ ðconnÞ

(%)
δall;W2

μ ðconnÞ
(%)

Monte Carlo statistics 0.19 2.44
Continuum extrapolation
(a → 0, ΔTB)

0.34 1.05

Finite-volume correction
(ΔFV)

0.16 0.23

Pion-mass adjustment (ΔMπ
) 0.06 0.96

Scale setting (w0 (fm), w0=a) 0.21 1.28
Current renormalization (ZV) 0.17 0.16

Total 0.50% 3.18%

F14:1 FIG. 14. Breakdown of the BMA result into subsets that contain
F14:2 only one choice of finite-volume correction for all;Wμ ðconnÞ (left)
F14:3 and all;W2

μ ðconnÞ (right).

F15:1FIG. 15. Comparison of our lattice determination of
F15:2all;Wμ ðconnÞ (red circle) labeled “Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC 23”
F15:3to nf ¼ 2þ 1þ 1 (black circles) and nf ¼ 2þ 1 (black squares)
F15:4lattice-QCD calculations by RBC/UKQCD 23 [38], ETMC 22
F15:5[37], Mainz/CLS 22 [36], Aubin et al. 22 [33], χQCD 22 [92],
F15:6BMW 21 [29] and Lehner and Meyer 20 [93]. Results by Aubin
F15:7et al. 19 [71] and RBC/UKQCD 18 [32], shown in gray, are
F15:8superseded by Aubin et al. 22 and RBC/UKQCD 23, respec-
F15:9tively. The inner error bar shown for our result is from

F15:10Monte Carlo statistics.
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Inferred data-driven result

Multiple lattice QCD 
calculations agree on 
‘intermediate-window’ u/d 
result - in significant tension 
with data-driven value.
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1010all,HVP

µ for 0.4fm < t < 1.0fm

For total HVP in window see 
significant tension with data-
driven (R) result - 3.7𝜎 at t1=1fm
Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC, 2207.04765
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t1 = 1.5 fm

Conclusion: current data-driven HVP value is probably too low. 

i.e. there is probably less ‘new physics’ than we thought. 
Needs more theory work and more experimental results on 
low-energy e+e-→hadrons to sort out. (See CMD-3 
2302.08834)
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Lattice QCD has come a long way in 50 years!

Future

• Improve precision on quantities needed for new physics searches 
e.g. HVP for g-2, form factors for flavour physics … Include QED and 
md-mu effects. 

• Extend wider calculations of spectrum, including exotica, mixing 
with multi-hadron states to quantitative results. More baryon 
physics. 

• Longer term - exploit quantum computing!

We now have multiple precision tests of QCD (uncertainties below 1%)
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Backup slides
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Final accuracy depends on : 
• statistical accuracy i.e. number of gluon field configurations 
• control of lattice spacing dependence/ how well quark masses are tuned  
• normalisation of operators (for decay amplitudes)

Lattice QCD =  three-step procedure
1) Generate sets of gluon fields (inc. effect of sea quarks) for MC integrn

*numerically extremely challenging*
2) Calculate valence quark propagators and combine to make “hadron correlation 
functions” - average these results over the set of gluon fields for

*numerically costly, data intensive*
3) Fit        to obtain hadron masses and decay amplitudes in 
units of the lattice spacing, 𝑎. Fix 𝑎 and each mq using 
calibration hadron masses.

hCi
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=<latexit sha1_base64="QbhgWYwChovveECGCL7Zt8CkmLQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqWyq2PYgFL14bMF+QLuUbDrbxmazS5IVSukv8OJBEa/+JG/+G7NtBRV9MPB4b4aZeX4suDau++FkVlbX1jeym7mt7Z3dvfz+QUtHiWLQZJGIVMenGgSX0DTcCOjECmjoC2j74+vUb9+D0jySt2YSgxfSoeQBZ9RYqXHZzxfcouu6hBCcElK+cC2pVislUsEktSwKaIl6P//eG0QsCUEaJqjWXeLGxptSZTgTMMv1Eg0xZWM6hK6lkoagven80Bk+scoAB5GyJQ2eq98npjTUehL6tjOkZqR/e6n4l9dNTFDxplzGiQHJFouCRGAT4fRrPOAKmBETSyhT3N6K2YgqyozNJmdD+PoU/09apSI5K5Ya54Xa1TKOLDpCx+gUEVRGNXSD6qiJGAL0gJ7Qs3PnPDovzuuiNeMsZw7RDzhvn9sRjPs=</latexit>

t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="H9C6KRY9z9Z5XsL3tthRYaB08ac=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZkoJjkIQS8eI5oHJEuYncwmQ2YfzMwKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/42wSQUULGoqqbrq7vFgKbTD+cJaWV1bX1nMb+c2t7Z3dwt5+S0eJYrzJIhmpjkc1lyLkTSOM5J1YcRp4kre98VXmt++50iIK78wk5m5Ah6HwBaPGSrfmAvcLRVzCGBNCUEZI5RxbUqtVy6SKSGZZFGGBRr/w3htELAl4aJikWncJjo2bUmUEk3ya7yWax5SN6ZB3LQ1pwLWbzk6domOrDJAfKVuhQTP1+0RKA60ngWc7A2pG+reXiX953cT4VTcVYZwYHrL5Ij+RyEQo+xsNhOLMyIkllClhb0VsRBVlxqaTtyF8fYr+J61yiZyWyjdnxfrlIo4cHMIRnACBCtThGhrQBAZDeIAneHak8+i8OK/z1iVnMXMAP+C8fQIero2z</latexit> t = T

<latexit sha1_base64="zOJoThOLqjny5WE/8SovTZrvb6Y=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKcxEMclBCHrxGDEvSJYwO5kkQ2YfzPQKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/42wSQUULGoqqbrq7vEhJA4R8OJmV1bX1jexmbmt7Z3cvv3/QMmGsuWjyUIW64zEjlAxEEyQo0Ym0YL6nRNubXKd++15oI8OgAdNIuD4bBXIoOQMr3cFlo58vkCIhhFKKU0LLF8SSarVSohVMU8uigJao9/PvvUHIY18EwBUzpktJBG7CNEiuxCzXi42IGJ+wkehaGjBfGDeZnzrDJ1YZ4GGobQWA5+r3iYT5xkx9z3b6DMbmt5eKf3ndGIYVN5FBFIMI+GLRMFYYQpz+jQdSCw5qagnjWtpbMR8zzTjYdHI2hK9P8f+kVSrSs2Lp9rxQu1rGkUVH6BidIorKqIZuUB01EUcj9ICe0LOjnEfnxXldtGac5cwh+gHn7RNVPo3X</latexit>

Repeat 1-3 at different 𝑎 for extrapolation to 𝑎 =0. 

hCi
<latexit sha1_base64="gGdsneLeoYikpDUfr01JkFDYqbE=">AAACBXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lIXwSK4KkkV2+6K3bisYB/QGUomTdvQTGZIMkIZunHjr7hxoYhb/8Gdf2OmraCiBy4czrmXe+8JYsG1QejDWVpeWV1bz23kN7e2d3bdvf2WjhJFWZNGIlKdgGgmuGRNw41gnVgxEgaCtYNxPfPbt0xpHskbM4mZH5Kh5ANOibFSzz3yBJFDwaAXEjOiRKT1KfTUXOu5BVRECGGMYUZw+QJZUq1WSrgCcWZZFMACjZ777vUjmoRMGiqI1l2MYuOnRBlOBZvmvUSzmNAxGbKupZKETPvp7IspPLFKHw4iZUsaOFO/T6Qk1HoSBrYzu1X/9jLxL6+bmEHFT7mME8MknS8aJAKaCGaRwD5XjBoxsYRQxe2tkI6IItTY4PI2hK9P4f+kVSris2Lp+rxQu1zEkQOH4BicAgzKoAauQAM0AQV34AE8gWfn3nl0XpzXeeuSs5g5AD/gvH0CST6Ycg==</latexit>
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Example state-of-the-art: Parameters for gluon field configurations with HISQ sea quarks

*physical mu/d  *

mass of 
u,d quarks

Spatial size:

mu,d ⇡ ms/10

mu,d ⇡ ms/27

“2nd generation” 
lattices include u/d, s 
and c quarks in sea

m⇡L > 3

HISQ = Highly improved 
staggered quarks -very accurate 
discretisation of Dirac equation

135 MeVm⇡0 =

E.Follana, et al, HPQCD, 
hep-lat/0610092.

mu = md
= ml

Configs 
with                  
also being 
generated 
now

a = 0.045fm

 0

 0.02

 0.04

 0.06

 0.08

 0.1

 0.12

 0.14

 0  0.005  0.01  0.015  0.02  0.025  0.03

m
/2  / 

G
eV

2

a2 / fm2

MILC HISQ, 2+1+1

a = 0.06fm
a = 0.09fm

a = 0.03fm
<latexit sha1_base64="ayLZA4CczbCKWVN2j5L70sxuiDI=">AAAB+nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFchSQNbV0IRTcuK9gHtKFMppN26EwSZiZKif0UNy4UceuXuPNvnLQVVPTAwOGce7lnTpAwKpVtfxgrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7evlk6aMs4FZi0cMxi0Q2QJIxGpKWoYqSbCIJ4wEgnmFzmfueWCEnj6EZNE+JzNIpoSDFSWhqYJXRuW3alz5EaC56FfDYwy7Z1Vq+6XhVqy645rpMTt+ZVPOhoJUcZLNEcmO/9YYxTTiKFGZKy59iJ8jMkFMWMzIr9VJIE4QkakZ6mEeJE+tk8+gyeaGUIw1joFyk4V79vZIhLOeWBnswjyt9eLv7l9VIV1v2MRkmqSIQXh8KUQRXDvAc4pIJgxaaaICyozgrxGAmElW6rqEv4+in8n7Rdy6lY7rVXblws6yiAI3AMToEDaqABrkATtAAGd+ABPIFn4954NF6M18XoirHcOQQ/YLx9ArH8k6o=</latexit>

Very fine lattices important for b quark physics ~6 fm for physical ml

Want u/d quarks 
with physical 
(light) masses 
for their physics 
- expensive!

(halves cost)

mu 6= md
<latexit sha1_base64="BV8Lav+XdHLzL8NKrEz9vXV0GOk=">AAAB8nicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqWyq2PZW9OKxgrWF7bJks9k2NMkuSVYoS3+GFw+KePXXePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC1POtHHdD6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7nSSKUJ7JOGJGoRYU84k7RlmOB2kimIRctoPJ1eF37+nSrNE3pppSn2BR5LFjGBjJU8E2VBSKIIIBtWaW3ddFyEEC4KaF64l7XargVoQFZZFDSzRDarvwyghmaDSEI619pCbGj/HyjDC6awyzDRNMZngEfUslVhQ7efzk2fwxCoRjBNlSxo4V79P5FhoPRWh7RTYjPVvrxD/8rzMxC0/ZzLNDJVksSjOODQJLP6HEVOUGD61BBPF7K2QjLHCxNiUKjaEr0/h/+SuUUdn9cbNea1zuYyjDI7AMTgFCDRBB1yDLugBAhLwAJ7As2OcR+fFeV20lpzlzCH4AeftE+UDkQI=</latexit>
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Meson Correlation functions are constructed from valence quark propagators

2-point function

0 T

OA
<latexit sha1_base64="qb1vFP8wwxKH2tpuemLt0Hy47iI=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclUkV2+6qbtxZwT6gHUomTdvQTGZMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OHwmujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/ocNYUVanoQhVyyeaCS5Z3XAjWCtSjAS+YE1/dJX6zTFTmofyzkwi5gVkIHmfU2Ks5HUCYoaUiORm2r3o5vJuwXVdjDFKCS6du5ZUKuUiLiOcWhZ5WKDWzb13eiGNAyYNFUTrNnYj4yVEGU4Fm2Y7sWYRoSMyYG1LJQmY9pJZ6Ck6tkoP9UNlnzRopn7fSEig9STw7WQaUv/2UvEvrx2bftlLuIxiwySdH+rHApkQpQ2gHleMGjGxhFDFbVZEh0QRamxPWVvC10/R/6RRLODTQvH2LF+9XNSRgUM4ghPAUIIqXEMN6kDhHh7gCZ6dsfPovDiv89ElZ7FzAD/gvH0CGcGSUw==</latexit>

OB
<latexit sha1_base64="+mY+WskuKBCX0XZbWL2oZENoQpI=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclaSKbXelbtxZwT6gHUomTdvQzMMkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BszbQUVPRA4nHMv9+R4kRTaYPzhrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OmDmPFeIOFMlRtj2ouRcAbRhjJ25Hi1Pckb3njq9RvTbjSIgzuzDTirk+HgRgIRo2V3K5PzYhRmdzMerVeLo8LGGNCCEoJKV1iSyqVcpGUEUktizwsUe/l3rv9kMU+DwyTVOsOwZFxE6qMYJLPst1Y84iyMR3yjqUB9bl2k3noGTq1Sh8NQmVfYNBc/b6RUF/rqe/ZyTSk/u2l4l9eJzaDspuIIIoND9ji0CCWyIQobQD1heLMyKkllClhsyI2oooyY3vK2hK+for+J81igZwXircX+WptWUcGjuEEzoBACapwDXVoAIN7eIAneHYmzqPz4rwuRlec5c4R/IDz9gkbRZJU</latexit>

h0|OA|ni
<latexit sha1_base64="8Yy4qnxzlwAZu91KcdfgiHUNXes=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsBRclaSKbXdVN+6sYB/QKSWTpm1oJjMkGaGM/QI3/oobF4q4de3OvzHTVlDRA4GTc+7l3nv8SHBtEPpwFhaXlldWM2vZ9Y3NrW13Z7ehw1hRVqehCFXLJ5oJLlndcCNYK1KMBL5gTX90nvrNG6Y0D+W1GUesE5CB5H1OibFS1817gsiBYBDBW+gFxAwpEcnlpHtq/xJ6aup23RwqIIQwxjAluHSCLKlUykVchji1LHJgjlrXffd6IY0DJg0VROs2RpHpJEQZTgWbZL1Ys4jQERmwtqWSBEx3kuk5E5i3Sg/2Q2WfNHCqfu9ISKD1OPBtZbqw/u2l4l9eOzb9cifhMooNk3Q2qB8LaEKYZgN7XDFqxNgSQhW3u0I6JIpQYxPM2hC+LoX/k0axgI8KxavjXPVsHkcG7IMDcAgwKIEquAA1UAcU3IEH8ASenXvn0XlxXmelC868Zw/8gPP2Ce+0m24=</latexit>

0 T
t

OA
<latexit sha1_base64="qb1vFP8wwxKH2tpuemLt0Hy47iI=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclUkV2+6qbtxZwT6gHUomTdvQTGZMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OHwmujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/ocNYUVanoQhVyyeaCS5Z3XAjWCtSjAS+YE1/dJX6zTFTmofyzkwi5gVkIHmfU2Ks5HUCYoaUiORm2r3o5vJuwXVdjDFKCS6du5ZUKuUiLiOcWhZ5WKDWzb13eiGNAyYNFUTrNnYj4yVEGU4Fm2Y7sWYRoSMyYG1LJQmY9pJZ6Ck6tkoP9UNlnzRopn7fSEig9STw7WQaUv/2UvEvrx2bftlLuIxiwySdH+rHApkQpQ2gHleMGjGxhFDFbVZEh0QRamxPWVvC10/R/6RRLODTQvH2LF+9XNSRgUM4ghPAUIIqXEMN6kDhHh7gCZ6dsfPovDiv89ElZ7FzAD/gvH0CGcGSUw==</latexit>

OC
<latexit sha1_base64="mGQ1wGao3CIWXSoGEegjT4iQp/0=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclaSKbXfFbtxZwT6gHUomTdvQzMMkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BszbQUVPRA4nHMv9+R4kRTaYPzhrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OmDmPFeIOFMlRtj2ouRcAbRhjJ25Hi1Pckb3njWuq3JlxpEQZ3Zhpx16fDQAwEo8ZKbtenZsSoTG5mvVovl8cFjDEhBKWElC6xJZVKuUjKiKSWRR6WqPdy791+yGKfB4ZJqnWH4Mi4CVVGMMln2W6seUTZmA55x9KA+ly7yTz0DJ1apY8GobIvMGiuft9IqK/11PfsZBpS//ZS8S+vE5tB2U1EEMWGB2xxaBBLZEKUNoD6QnFm5NQSypSwWREbUUWZsT1lbQlfP0X/k2axQM4LxduLfPVqWUcGjuEEzoBACapwDXVoAIN7eIAneHYmzqPz4rwuRlec5c4R/IDz9gkcyZJV</latexit>

J
<latexit sha1_base64="EhgS+xNpxHa9s+Mjc7BWEURfSIE=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkV2+6KbsRVBfuA6VAyadqGZpIhyQhl6Ge4caGIW7/GnX9jpq2gogcCh3PuJeeeMBbcWIQ+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9oG5VoylpUCaW7ITFMcMlallvBurFmJAoF64STq8zv3DNtuJJ3dhqzICIjyYecEuskvxcRO6ZEpDezfrGEygghjDHMCK5eIEfq9VoF1yDOLIcSWKLZL773BoomEZOWCmKMj1Fsg5Roy6lgs0IvMSwmdEJGzHdUkoiZIJ1HnsETpwzgUGn3pIVz9ftGSiJjplHoJrOI5reXiX95fmKHtSDlMk4sk3Tx0TAR0CqY3Q8HXDNqxdQRQjV3WSEdE02odS0VXAlfl8L/SbtSxmflyu15qXG5rCMPjsAxOAUYVEEDXIMmaAEKFHgAT+DZs96j9+K9LkZz3nLnEPyA9/YJzD+Rmg==</latexit>

decay constant,  
if O normalised

Multiple states need to be included in fit

C3 =
X

m,n

AnJnmCm

<latexit sha1_base64="TGpBzs3nMb/x9tlJfhmIL+3ZAOI=">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</latexit>

e�Mnte�Mm(T�t)
<latexit sha1_base64="00AEfjBBDYKsH2AI0ws3gD8MnQE=">AAAB/3icdVBNS8NAEN34WetXVfDiZbEI9WBJ0tLWW9GLF0HBWqHGsNlu7dLNJuxOhBJ78K948aCIV/+GN/+NG1tBRR8MPN6bYWZeEAuuwbbfranpmdm5+dxCfnFpeWW1sLZ+rqNEUdaikYjURUA0E1yyFnAQ7CJWjISBYO1gcJj57RumNI/kGQxj5oXkWvIepwSM5Bc22VW6d+xLGI1JWDrbg92RXyja5f1Gza3WsF227brjOhlx69VKFTtGyVBEE5z4hbfLbkSTkEmggmjdcewYvJQo4FSwUf4y0SwmdECuWcdQSUKmvfTz/hHeMUoX9yJlSgL+VL9PpCTUehgGpjMk0Ne/vUz8y+sk0Gt4KZdxAkzS8aJeIjBEOAsDd7liFMTQEEIVN7di2ieKUDCR5U0IX5/i/8m5W3YqZfe0WmweTOLIoS20jUrIQXXUREfoBLUQRbfoHj2iJ+vOerCerZdx65Q1mdlAP2C9fgAihJWK</latexit>

hn|J |mi
<latexit sha1_base64="4Ewlyxz0M+Ecd2NlmTMQm7mnSZE=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJali213RjbiqYB/QGUomzbShmcyQZIQy9gPc+CtuXCji1g9w59+YaSuo6IHAyTn3cu89fiy4Ngh9OAuLS8srq7m1/PrG5tZ2YWe3paNEUdakkYhUxyeaCS5Z03AjWCdWjIS+YG1/dJ757RumNI/ktRnHzAvJQPKAU2Ks1CsUXUHkQDAo4S10Q2KGlIj0cmJ/IXTV1LNVqIQQwhjDjODKKbKkVquWcRXizLIogjkavcK7249oEjJpqCBadzGKjZcSZTgVbJJ3E81iQkdkwLqWShIy7aXTYybw0Cp9GETKPmngVP3ekZJQ63Ho28psXf3by8S/vG5igqqXchknhkk6GxQkApoIZsnAPleMGjG2hFDF7a6QDoki1Nj88jaEr0vh/6RVLuHjUvnqpFg/m8eRA/vgABwBDCqgDi5AAzQBBXfgATyBZ+feeXRenNdZ6YIz79kDP+C8fQL06Zry</latexit>

form factor,  
if J normalised

C2 =
X

n

AnBne
�MnT

<latexit sha1_base64="nDiK9+TxnIrbktVHN7AHnrD7YeQ=">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</latexit>

Meson mass - 
Ground-state mass 
can be very 
accurate. Use to tune 
lattice quark mass

3-point function

av. over 
gluon 
fields and 
fit 

Connected correlators shown here, some processes also have quark-line disconnected diagrams
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Figure 3. Charmonium spectrum up to around 4.5GeV labelled by JPC ; the left (right) panel
shows the negative (positive) parity states. Green, red and blue boxes are the masses computed on
our Mπ ∼ 240MeV ensemble while black boxes are experimental values from the PDG summary
tables [1]. As discussed in the text, we show the calculated (experimental) masses with the calculated
(experimental) ηc mass subtracted. The vertical size of the boxes represents the one-sigma statistical
(or experimental) uncertainty on either side of the mean. Red and blue boxes correspond to states
identified as hybrid mesons grouped into, respectively, the lightest and first-excited supermultiplet,
as described in the text. Dashed lines show the location of some of the lower thresholds for strong
decay using computed (coarse green dashing) and experimental (fine grey dashing) masses.

large overlaps onto operators that are proportional to the spatial components of the field

strength tensor, Fij (i.e. operators that have a non-trivial gluonic structure), something not

seen for the other states in the spectrum. Furthermore, on removing operators proportional

to Fij from the variational basis we generally observe a reduction in the quality of the signal

for these states. We therefore follow refs. [21, 22] and interpret these excess states as hybrid

mesons.

As discussed in detail in ref. [22], the hybrid states can be grouped into supermultiplets.

We find that the set [(0−+, 1−+, 2−+), 1−−], highlighted in red in figure 3, forms the lightest

charmonium hybrid supermultiplet, while the states highlighted in blue, (0++, 1++, 2++),

(0+−, 1+−, 1+−, 1+−, 2+−, 2+−, 3+−), form the first excited hybrid supermultiplet. These

patterns are consistent with a quark-antiquark pair coupled to a 1+− gluonic excitation;

the lightest hybrid supermutiplet has the quark-antiquark pair in S-wave and the first

excited hybrid supermultiplet has it in P -wave. The lightest hybrids appear ∼ 1.2–1.3GeV

above the lightest S-wave meson multiplet. This pattern of hybrids and their energy scale

– 7 –

Calculate the 
masses of many 
excited states (but 
with much lower 
accuracy)

A more complete spectrum of charmonium mesons

JPC

black=experiment

green,red,blue=lattice

Hadspec, JHEP12:089 (2016)

‘Hybrid’ states <latexit sha1_base64="9+gbd8h0sgDGVithpiU1dye+pcY=">AAAB9XicdVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWARPS1q66rHoxWMF+4B2Ldk024Zmk22SVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Ddm2xVUdCBkmPmGfJkg5kwbhD6cpeWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z7e0t9/SMlGENonkUnUCrClngjYNM5x2YkVxFHDaDsaXmd++o0ozKW7MNKZ+hIeChYxgY6XbSU9aNwunk9mwXyoj10MWVYjc7K55MFc8WJkrCJVBjka/9N4bSJJEVBjCsdbdCoqNn2JlGOF0VuwlmsaYjPGQdi0VOKLaT+dbz+CxVQYwlMoeYeBc/Z5IcaT1NArsZITNSP/2MvEvr5uY8NxPmYgTQwVZPBQmHBoJswrggClKDJ9agolidldIRlhhYmxRRVvC10/h/6RVdSunrnddK9cv8joK4BAcgRNQAWegDq5AAzQBAQo8gCfw7Nw7j86L87oYXXLyzAH4AeftE3nskys=</latexit>
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Many operators used; 

So far, calculations at 
only one value of the 
lattice spacing

Lowest ‘Hybrid’ states arise 
from coupling to 1+- gluonic 
excitation which adds ~1.3 GeV. 
Same picture seen for baryons, 
light mesons etc. 
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Lattice QCD is an international endeavour

www.dirac.ac.uk

Lattice QCD calculations take weeks/millions core-hours

28

Needs huge amounts of High Performance Computing time 
International collaborations of physicists - sizes: O(5) to O(50), 
to exploit national supercomputing facilities

In UK : 

Shared by astronomy, nuclear and particle physics 
theorists, 3 services at 4 sites: Data Intensive (Cambridge/
Leicester) ; Extreme Scaling (Edinburgh); Memory 
Intensive (Durham). Total Pflops computing power. 

Some gluon fields are made publicly available for others to 
calculate correlators on - improves productivity of the field. 

http://www.dirac.ac.uk
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Figure 36: The ⇡+⇡�(�) contribution to the ahad,LO
µ

from the energy range 0.6 <
p
s < 0.88 GeV obtained

from the CMD-3 data and the results of the other ex-
periments.

Experiment a⇡
+⇡�,LO

µ , 10�10

before CMD2 368.8± 10.3
CMD2 366.5± 3.4
SND 364.7± 4.9
KLOE 360.6± 2.1
BABAR 370.1± 2.7
BES 361.8± 3.6
CLEO 370.0± 6.2
SND2k 366.7± 3.2
CMD3 379.3± 3.0

Table 4: The ⇡+⇡�(�) contribution to the
ahad,LO
µ

from the energy range 0.6 <
p
s <

0.88 GeV obtained from the CMD-3 data and
the results of the other experiments.

the other e+e� energy scan and ISR experiments. Although this evaluation is done in the
limited energy range and the full evaluation of the ahad,LOµ is yet to be done, it is clear
that our measurement reduces the tension between the experimental value of the anomalous
magnetic moment of muon and its Standard Model prediction. The correlated impact on the
ahad,LOµ , ↵QED(MZ), < r2⇡ > from di↵erent pion form factor behaviours and possible increase
in the hadronic cross section at di↵erent energy ranges have been discussed in a number of
papers [85, 86, 87, 88].

9. Conclusions

The measurement of the e+e� ! ⇡+⇡� cross section was performed by the CMD-3
experiment at the VEPP-2000 collider in the energy range

p
s = 0.32 ÷ 1.2 GeV in 209

energy points. The analysis was based on the biggest ever used collected statistics at the ⇢
resonance region with 34 ⇥ 106 ⇡+⇡� events at

p
s < 1 GeV. The large statistics allows to

study various systematic e↵ects in detail. The development of the analysis strategy, cross-
check studies and the analysis of the systematic e↵ects were done in blind manner, without
knowing the measured value of the cross section. The total systematic uncertainty of the
pion form factor in the central ⇢-meson energy region is estimated as 0.7/0.9%, with the two
numbers reflecting the di↵erence in the detector performance in the di↵erent data taking
seasons. The new result generally shows larger e+e� ! ⇡+⇡� cross section compared to the
previous measurements in the whole energy range under discussion.

The ⇢ � ! interference observed in the data allowed to measure the branching ratio of
the ! ! ⇡+⇡� decay as given in Eq. 15. As a by-product of the background analysis,
the branching ratio of the ! ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 decay (given in Sec.3.4) is measured using the
background 3⇡ events which contaminate the signal sample of 2⇡ events within used collinear
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Tensions in experimental results for e+e- → hadrons at small s 

CMD3 2302.08834

Spread from KLOE to 
CMD3 = 200 x10-11


